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Flemish (Vlaams) also called Flemish Dutch (Vlaams-Nederlands), Belgian Dutch (Belgisch-Nederlands
[ËˆbÉ›lÉ£is ËˆneË•dÉ™rlÉ‘nts] ()), or Southern Dutch (Zuid-Nederlands), is a Lower Franconian / Dutch
dialect. It is spoken in the whole northern region of Belgium as well as French Flanders and the Dutch
Zeelandic Flanders by approximately 6.5 million people. ...
Flemish - Wikipedia
Dutch and Flemish Renaissance painting represents the 16th-century response to Italian Renaissance art in
the Low Countries.These artists, who span from the Antwerp Mannerists and Hieronymus Bosch at the start
of the 16th century to the late Northern Mannerists such as Hendrik Goltzius and Joachim Wtewael at the
end, drew on both the recent innovations of Italian painting and the local ...
Dutch and Flemish Renaissance painting - Wikipedia
Approximately 23 million people in Belgium and the Netherlands have Dutch as their mother tongue, which
makes Dutch the seventh language in the European Union.The variety of Dutch spoken in Flanders (northern
Belgium) is sometimes referred to as Flemish, although the extent to which Flemish and Dutch differ is a
much-debated issue.
Dutch Grammar â€¢ Learning Dutch grammar
Belgium is a country with 3 different languages: Dutch (or Flemish, as Belgian Dutch and its local dialects are
often called) in the North, French (and the French-related Walloon dialects) in the South, and German in a
small eastern part of Belgium near the German border. The basic Flemish name stock is Germanic,
sometimes in its early forms.
Appendix:Flemish given names - Wiktionary
The Netherlands (Dutch: Nederland, [ËˆneË•dÉ™rlÉ‘nt] ()) is a country located mainly in Northwestern
Europe.Comprising three island territories in the Caribbean Seaâ€”Bonaire, Sint Eustatius and Sabaâ€” it
forms a constituent country of the Kingdom of the Netherlands.The European portion of the Netherlands
consists of twelve separate provinces that border Germany to the east, Belgium to the ...
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